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of the natural theoretical framework provided by graph theory. Although
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ANATOMY OF A COMMUNICATION ARC

by

Frank Harary and Ronald Havelock

The link ersity of Michigan

1. THE PROBLEM

A. The Utility of Gra _ Theory

Whenever a problem in the real world is studied seriously, sooner

or later it becomes us ful and necessary to introduce an appropriate ma h-

matical model. Same of the worst of these have been statistical models

which obscure the phenomena-amid mountains of meaningless data. Other models

range from the pure sim licity of set theory to the most abstruse mathematical

theo ies.

One of the most useful contemporary models which-is finding applica-

1tions to a vast variety of real world phenomena is given by graph theory,2.-

A graph may be described as the underlying topological framework of a network.

In a net- , there are entities or systems which can be represented by points

and flows or m-- ages between pairs of points which may be either one-way flows

or two-way (symmetric) flows. The meaning attached to these flow lines between

a pair of points is always taken from the real network which is being described

this graphical manner..

Figt.re 1.



Figure 1 suggests how -1-aphs can be used to analyze structures at

different levels of detail. Figure la shows _le relationships among three

systems represented by the points A B, and C. Figure lb shows the same

sys elationships but at a greater level of detail wherein each point

can be represented a graph which shows int a-system relationship as

well as inter-system relationships. In Figure lb we show systems A, B, and

C as each having separate internal structures. It should be understood,

however, that A, B, and G could have any internal structure whatever,

including any number of points and any arrangement of one-way or two-way

interconnection.

Examples suggest themselves from many sciences: social physical,

and natural. We mention only a few of these. If an electric network is

bein6 analyzed, the lines can represent any of the electrical elements in

ordinary use such as resistors, condensers, inductances, vacuum tubes used

as rectifiers (one-way flow), power sources transistors, or even entire

printed circuits. In electric networks the flow usually indicates elect

cal currents. If a chemical molecule is being described, the lines stand

for chemical bonds and a number is attached to each line to give the number

of electrons involved. In bioloig_IsaA models there are many different levels

of graphs playing upon each other. One graph can represent the different

organs in the human body as its points. Each of the organs can, in turn, be

regarded as a graph consisting of the component parts. Continuing, one gets

eventually to the membrane level and then to the level of cells. This figure

is a typical illustration of graphs within graphs in which each point of a

graph. is itself another graph. Sociometric questionnaires often ask individuals

in a group, your be t friend?" The resulting "sociogram can be



expressed equivalently as matrices or directed graphs. Similarly, directed

graphs occur in structural role theory, where points can represent people,

positions, or tasks, as noted by Harary and Oeser.3 Last, but cer ainly not

least, in studies -f communication it has been useful to delineate communi-

catIon net oAs in which people or clusters of people are represented as

points con-ected by arcs (directed lines) indica _ing communication -f s- -e

message. Because all applications of graph theory to various fi ld,7 follow

a similar logic, we will restrict the discussion which follows to a communica-

tion model, understanding that application of the concepts to these other

areas can be made with only minor changes of wording.

B. The Need for a Theory of Innovation Transfer

In the c urse of conducting a comprehensive survey of research and

,

the diffusion and utilization of knowledge, Havel ckt
4
wastheory related

impressed by the lack of research based onjprecise theoretical models of com-
,

munication. Rogers
5
has identified over 1 000 empirical research studies

related to the diffusion of innovations. Although many of these studies are

fine examples of empirical research in social sciences, nearly all are based

on a very limited and imprecise definition of the act of communication. Most

f this research is still based explicitly or implicitly on a paradigm sug-

gested by Sm h,et al.6which subdivided the act of communication into components

of sender, message, medium, receiver, and effect. Favelock
7
was able to cats-

gorize the vast majority of the 4,000 studies he reviewed into these categories.

For example, approximately 1,000 studies were codable as concerned with char-

acteristics of "receivers" whether they be persons or larger receiver units

such as organizations, communities, nations, etc., slightly over 600. were
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concerned with. cha acteristics of the "medium," and so on. Hovland, in

his review ar-icle of 1954 on the effe'ts of mass media, was similarly ab e

to ::ake effective use of the Lazarsfeld f- mula in summarizing a large

quantity of research, and others through the years have made ample use of

the same formula in writing books and articles and simply ordering their

thoughts about the communication process.

The prese- t authors remain impressed by the simple alegance of this

"who- ays what-to who -by what channel-LD what effect' fo--ula, but we are

also restless to move on to a more precie al_alysis so that future research

ci the communication and utilization of knowledge can be guided by a more

coherent a_od integrated theory. his latest work Rogers moves a s ep in

this direction via induction from his exhaustive review by proposing a number

of theories based on the twin concepts of "homophyly" (similarity of senders

and receivers) and "heterophyly" (different between senders and receivers

Havelock10 proposed the concept of "linkage" as an elaboration of the Lazars-

feld formula, suggesting that t_uly effective and efficient one-way communica-

Uon from senders to receivers presupposes pri-- two-way communication which

sets up the channel for the prime message. Before they could arrive at an

"agreement" on the primary message transmission, "senders' and "receivers"

had to eXchange meta-messages of various sorts t- enable them to accurately

simulate each other's internal processes. The co tractual nature of message

transmission was earlier noted by Bauer
11

in his excellent critique of the

Lazarsfeld model. Havelock summarized his analysis by suggesting that

effective transfer of knowledge from a "resource syste to a "user system"

could be largely explained by the presence of seven (7 ) factors which he

labeled "linkage," "structure," "openness," proximity," "reward " "capacity,"

r12
and "synergy.' The Havelock factors we e reached inductively from his review,
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just as Rogers' "homophyly--eterophyly" propositions were derived. However,

the challenge has remained to derive a set of fa tors of sk ilar economy

from the model itself by deduction. This is the challenge which'w_ :ow take

up and which we plan to follow through a ser es of papers until a fully

adequate analysis of the process of kno ledge transfer has been made.

B. Arcs

We have chosen as the starting point for this analysis the simplest

form _f directed graph consisting of just two points, A and 9, conmxted by

an arc (Figure 2 ) oriented from the first point to the second.

Figure 2. An arc

Actually, Figure 2 can be taken as a model of any act of one-way

communication. If A is the "sende_" and B the receiver," then the line

segment is taken as the message and the arrow head as the medium. As noted

earlier, A and B can be persons or groups or networks or syst -s of any

configuration, size, or complexity. In this paper we are going to undertake

a thorough analysis or Figure 2 with the hope of delineating a useful set of

necessary and sufficient conditions for a message to travel from one point to

another. Thus our object is to study the anat_my of a communication arc in

all detail. We want to examine its basic ingredients and dynamics. Only in

this way can we hope to be able to construct arcs which are effective in

sending needed messages from one system to another.



1 Demiarcs

In a first attempt to study the ingrdient3 of -n arc theoretically,

Harary
13

noted that an arc can be broken down into two components named

"demiarcs, one emanating from the source A and the other homing in on the

target B. He suggested that the outgoing demiarc be called the "male" and

the incoming demiarc une "female arc was nPver complete unless the

male and female demiarcs were both present and meshed.

We propose that the demiarc concept is fundamental to our understanding

of ALxv act of co _unication. In other words, Figure 2 does not tell the whole

story. The act is better represented as in Figure 3 where M repre ents the

male demiarc (desire and ability to send a message ), F represents the female

demiarc (desire and ability to receive a message), a represents the message

and p a junction, or communication -edi- " or "channel" which connects the

sending and receiving demiarcs to each other.

Figure_ 3. Two systems wi h their demiarcs, a message,
and a medium

However, Figure 3 merely represents the communic -ion act as a k.4.1,

accompli. We are especially inte e ted in analyzing the prior conditions

necessary to create this act. HOW do all these ingredients come together

in the first place? For those of us who are concerned primarily with

"innovation," the transfer of new knowledge to new receivers, this was the

c ucial question. Thus, the in iati g problem we wanted to pose was the



following: "How does a new _essage a move f-om point A to point B?" It

was assumed without loss of generality that a could be a message of any

complexity or any type (e.g., words, products, beliefs, knowledge, skills,

etc.) which was held initially at A but not initially at B. Message transfer

has occurred when the message is at B. The question: How does it g_t to B

from A?

B.Overview of Our Attack on the Problem

There appear to be two sets of conditions necessary to create a complete

act of one-way communication. First :f all a certain set of elements must be

present in the situation, e.g. , the sender (A) the receiver (B) the sender's

male demiarc (M), the receiver's female demiarc (F) the message (a), and

the medium (p). These we will call "existence condiA.ons." To use a simple

but appropriate analogy, they must exist just as flour and water and an oven

must exist before we can bake bread. But there is a second set of conditions

that must be satisfied, which we call the "compatibility" conditions. Put

simply, the elements must be brought together in a certain way. They have to

be made compatible in space, time, and configuration just as the flour and

water must be made into dough which mist be put in the oven when the oven is

at the right temperature and maintained there for a specified period of time

and then removed from the oven.

These two sets of conditions, existence and saiRibiliz, studied in

sect-ons II and III, and illustrated in section IV, suggest to us the basic

anatomy and genesis of the one-way communication arc, but we recognize that

the analysis of arcs does not stop here. There may be additional conditions

which we have not discovered or properly understood, and there are undoubtedly

many possibilities for more detailed analysis o- microanalysis of these con-

aitions. In section V we will make orief forays in these directions. However-
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we hope that what folio-- will be a stimulus and a challenge to others

extend elaborate, or modify the paradigm which is conceived here.

II. INGREDIENTS OF AN ARC

We first list all the ingredients of an arc and then c mment on each

of them as well as on the connections between them and the set of all of

them.

A. Existence Conditions for Communication A c from A to

1.1 A, the sending system

1.2 B, the receiving system

1 3 M, the male demiarc at A

1.4 the female demiarc at B

1.5 a, lie message to be sent from A to B

1.6 i, the medium along which the message is -o be sent.

We propose that each and every one of these six ingredients must exist

in order for an arc from A to B to become established: obviously there can

be no arc without either of the systems A and B themselves. The maledemiarc

M must exist at A in order that the message be sent; b-t so must the female

demiarc F exist at B. If there is no message a t- be sent, then theie is no

information content of any kind whatsoever, and so there can be no meaningful

arc. Finally, the medium p must be present as a communication channel alo

which the message is sent.

Examples will serve :o make these ideas more defini__ In the first

these, A and. B are people. Consider a typical university scene in which there

is a tutorial meeting with A as the professor and B as the advanced graduate

student. The professor is explaining a recent theoretical development to the

student which he believes will be useful in his doctoral thesis. The male

demiarc is displayed by the professor's eagerness to explain this theory and
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the female demiarc by __e stud- -'s attentive and concentrated receptivity

to learning it. The message is the theory itself and the medium is verbal

communication within the same room. All the compatibility conditions needed

for the consecutive connections from A to B to establish an arc are satisfied.

The message n is at A to be3in and reaches B at the end. A and B are near

enough so that voices can be heard while speaking at normal volume and all

these processes are taking place simul-aneously.

Next, -e see various ways in which an arc can fail to become estab-

lished when one or __ore of the ingredients are missing. It i s often used as

a comedy situation in the theater for A to talk to B just after B has sur-

reptitiously stepped off the stage; here only one of the two systems s

present namely the sender. The symmetry of the situation is convincingly

seen in a motion picture scene from a war play in which t-o buddies, A and B,

are shown with A talking to B, when a sni- e:'- bullet suddenly picks o f

one of them.

In other situations A can be speaking to B, but B is so wrapped up in

thought that the male demiarc is there but the female demiarc is absent, so

that no arc can then be established. Again, the situation is symmetric: the

female demiarc may be present as indicated by an eagerness of B to listen and

learn, but the male demiarc is absent since the authority just won't talk.

Boy A might want to talk to girl B and she might want to be sp keT t_,

so that both demiaros are present, but A cannot think of what to say because

he is temporarily shy. In such a situation all the ingredients, including

the medium, are present except for the message.

A situation in which everything is present except for the medium is

typically illustrated by a little boy watching a television program in which

the t_ansmitting equipment fails tempo a-ily.

10
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III. PUTTING THE INGREDIENTS TOGETHER: COMPATIBILITY CONDITIONS

Up to this point w- have merely established the facts that (A ) must

have a message ( ) which he is able to and wants to co-- unicate ) that

a potential r ceiver (B) must be able and willing to receive (F) and that

there must be a medium (p) for sending the message.

It is as if there were a man (A) who had a car ( ) he wanted to sell (M),

a newspaper (p) where he wou d advertise his car for sale, and another man '(3)

who wanted to buy a car (F). These are important prelii nary facts, b

have not yet established the necessary and sufficient conditions for Mr. B

to buy the car of Mr. A. Alternatively, we could imagine A as a research

scientist who has just discovered a substance (a) which impedes the growth

f certain types of cancer cells. He realizes- the potential of his innovation

as a therapy and is eager (M) to have his work utilized to this end. El

where in the world there is a phyaician B who has critically ill p tien

with certain types of cancers. He wants and needs (F) some new therapies

for these p- lents. What are the necessary conditions for transferring the

knowledge from the scientist to the physic an?

Some readers may protest at this point and say that it is meaningless to

talk of car salesmen without considering the -a-ket economy in which they exist

or to talk of a scientist's work without a network of journal publications and

other institutionalized communication mechanisms which tie him to the medical

school, the medical profession, and the medical practitioner. Of course, we

understand that such features are integral parts of the environment in which

these phenomena exist. However, the point of this paper is to stand back from

these obvious facts of life and strip down the act of communication to its

essential- The question, then, is not what actually exists between the research

and the doctor or between the car salesman and the car buyer, but what must_

between them before transfer can occur.

11
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In broadest terms, we believe that given the existence co ditions

(1.1 through 1.6) stated earlier, the necessary and sufficient conditions

for message transfer can be summarized in one word: compatibility. The

six ingredients A, B, m, F, a, and p must be compatible with one ano her.

We have been able to distinguish four types of compatibility which we

identify as _Eailability (2.1) ILEDiLaLLz (2.2) synchronicity (2.3) and

mesi (2.4).

(2.1) Availabilit (Com atibilit- of Demiarc Boundedness)

Both sender and receiver must not only be willing to communicate (14 and F)

but th y must also be mutually available. If one or the other is already

busy or bound to a third party, communication between them is impossible.

In the special terminology we have introduced in this paper, we would say

that both demiarcs (M and F) must either be free," uncommitted, unbound, or

be bound only to each other. Figure 4 illustrates this problem A and B

cannot communicate because is bound to M_

ure 4 A cannot communicate to B

A free demiarc is one that is looking for an opposite sex partner but

has not found one hence, it is "axailable." In Figure 4 M,is a free demiarc.

Before a message can pass from A to B- an arc AB mast be formed, and before

the arc can be formed, M and F must both be available to each other.

Mr. A cannot have made a prior arrangement with another party C to buy

his car and B cannot have decided to buy a car from D. Research Professor A

cannot have decided to give exclusive testing rights on his discovery to Dr. C,

and Dr. B cannot have made a decision to get all his new cure ideas from source D.

12
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We have all been in the position of trying to reach someone on the telephone

when their line was "busy. This is a simple 'availability" problem. The

fact that our intended receiver is already talking to someone else is

incompatible with our intention to f rm a communication link with him.

Similarly, if we are about to call him but someone else calls us we are no

longer free to send the message in spite of our desire or need to do so.

Our male demiarc is bound in the latter case; our friend's female de-iarc

is bound in the former case. Either situ_tion is incompatible with mes-age

transfer from us to him. There is only one exception to this condition

which is the case where M and F are both bound but to each other. Thus i_

already on the phone to my friend but on another m .tter there is no

availability problem for communication "a". I simply change the &ubject to

a and the message slips across.

(2.2) Proximity

Proximity (compatibility in space ) is one -f the most fundamental

compatibility conditions for message transfer. A message, particularly a

new message, cannot be passed from A to B if A and B are separated from

each other by "great distance." Sender and receiver must be available atd

accessible to each other and therefore they must occupy adjoining or over-

lapping space. This point may be obscured by the fact of modern technology.

Contemporary methods of communication and transportation often makes spacial

proximity a seemingly trivial matter. However, a mechanism such as the

telephone is useful for the very reason that it overcomes distance --d --akes

proximity trivi 1 for certain kinds of communications. However, users of

telephones must be in the proximity of telephones and their ears and mouths

must be in very cl se proximity with the receiver. Moreover- in spite of all

the technical gadgets which reduce proximity to a "trivial" matter, proximity

1.3
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remains empirically a very significant factor in the diffusion of inno-

vations of all types. Spacial factors are almost always correlated with

unication success. For example, a spoken message can be delivered at

various distances from less than an inch up to several hundred yards,

depending upon the condition of the air, noise, etc. , but as distance increases,

communication difficulty increases up to a point at which it becomes impossible.

(2. ynchonicity Time

Compatibility in time is an essential factor in message transmission.

The message cannot be received before it is sent and in many cases it cannot

bi --ecedved too long after it has been sent. Furthermore, there is a time

frame withinwhich the act of transfer must -ake place; both sender and

receiver have to manage their time and attention span for the duration of

the message and have to schedule their behavior so that they are ready for

each other at the same moment. A familiar comic device is to have two

comedians speak simultaneously, pausing simultaneously so that neither -an

hear the other.

Some media, notably prin.- make the management of the synchronicity

requirement far easier because they suspend the sender's message more or less

indefinitely until the user is ready for it. Even for printed messages such

as books, ho ever, synchronization is still vitally important, e.g. , the

writer must take the time to write and the reader must take the right amount

of time to read and he must do so after the wrjter has written. As the pace

and complexity..of our lives increase, such matters -f time budgeting and

scheduling become far from trivial matters.

2 4) Mesh

We can now construct the situation of our inquiring car buyer, B allowing

the compatibility conditions stated above. Mr. A has the car (1) wants to

14
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sell (M), has no other buyer (availability ), has brought the car to B's 10use

(p_oxi ity) at a time (synchronicity) when B is home and has his money with

him availability). Mr. B wan s a ca (F) as no other car i__ mind (avail

bility) and is able to devote time to the trans c i-- now (synchronicity).

Does he therefore buy the car? Not necessarily: B may not like thc car* he

may find that it is the wrong color,or, the wrong size for his needs. It may

be too noisy or ride too hard for him or he may simply be unable to drive it.

In our terms there is no "mesh" between B and a (the car). It may also be

that B actually would do very well with this car but is incapable of per-

ceiving its good qualitie-* all he can think of is that purple paint job

and the animal odor in the back seat. here there is no mesh between F (B's

receiving senses) and the message a (the car). It may also be that the

good qualities (e.g. , mechanical reliability, gas -ileage, etc.) of this car

cannot be seen or appreciated in one demonstration t st drive. In this case

there is no mesh bet-een the message, and the medium (the visual

appearance, the test drive),It may also be that B never believes either appear-

ance or test drives until he checks a car with his brother, in which case

there is no mesh possible between B's quest, F, and the medium, p. Correspond-

ing mesh problems could have happened on A's side also. He could have been

incapable of driving the car to B's house; he could have been unable to

explain its virtues adequately; and so forth. Altogether, we have identified

seven types of mesh compatibility which have to be present before a message

a e_
can be transferred.

. These identified in Figure 5. Note that five of the

mesh" problems concern the message and its compatibility with the sender,

the receiver, their demiarcs, and the medium. The medium must be able to

mesh with the sending and receiving apparatus (M and F).

15
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Fi ure 5. The Matrix of Mesh-Compatibility

IV TWO EXAMPLES

We have specified ten conditions[(1.1) through (1.6) and (2.1)

through (2.4)] which we claim are necessary and sufficient for the traisfer

of a message from a sender to a receiver. Thus we propose that if all these

conditions are met, message transfer will take place; whereas if any one of

these conditions is not met, -essage transfer will not take place. If our

formulation is correct, we feel that this anal.,,-is can be highly significant

for future research and general understanding of communication phenomena of

all sorts from the most simple to the _ost complex. These ten conditions

offer essentially a diagnostic checklist of one-way communication problems.

If we see a situation in which communication i_ failing to occur, we should

find that one or more of these conditions is not being met. In most cases

the diagnosis will be obvious enough, but sometimes a systematic tool of

this sort should prove very helpful as it has in other areas.

Perhaps it is easier to grasp the significance of these points through

examination of specifit examples. Consider an event: a man is driving &car
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at a reasonable speed around a sharp curve when suddenly the car loses

its stability and crashes into a tree, killing the driver. This terrible

event might be the result of the failure of an arc. SuppoE for example,

that the test engineers who worked on the developm_nt of this vehicle founa

a tendency toward instability in sharp cornering. This is a messa, a

me-Isage that could have saved the man's life if he had known it. Why did

he not know it. Well it could have be,mn because the manufacturer had

gone out of business after the en inecrs made the discovery (no A).

could have been that the manufacturer was reluctant to give out such

negative data on its own products (no M). It could have been 'Aat there

were no such data even though critics claimed there was (no u. It could

have been that there was no effective way for the manufacturer to communi-

cate to all owners (no p) It could have been that the driver had no interest

in or understanding of such engineering data F). And finally, it could

have been that the poor man was already dead before the message got to him

(no B).

It could also be that B was listening to his wife when the news report

on the data came over the television (an availability problem He may have

been on a fishing trip in northern Canada when the story broke (a proximity

problem ), or he may have left on his fatal trip before the story broke (a

apslEalisisE problem). Finally, he may have heard the message but did not

understand its implications because it was couched in technical jargon with

all sorts of qualifications (a mesh problem). We are sometImes lulled into

a comfortable fantasy that truth will out, that knowledge will eventually

get to the people who need it, but the communication arc analysis illustrates

that the process is far from automatic. The example given is not fantasy:

7
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some lives were probably lost because the arc failed, others saved because

the arc succeeded eventually when a particular receiver decided he really

needed to know (a very stron- "F" in our ter s ) and went after the informa-

tion just on the hunch that it was there. This strongly motivated receiver

,id a lot -f digging and was eventually able to find a few engineers who

v-ere willing to talk (M), perhaps because tney felt guilty and angry over

the manufacturer s suppression of their findings.

The above example is a relatively simple one, involving the tra_sfer

of some discrete facts from a pa: icular set of specialists to a receiver

in a special situation, but it is also possible to make the sa e sort of

analysis on a grosser level with complex phenomena. Consider the situation

f a highly industrialized and technology-rich country like the United

States trying to help an "underdeveloped count y" like Zambia. To begin witL,

we have a substantial M problem because the Congress, and probably a lot of

the American people, are not too eager to provide "foreign aid " Then there

is t e message: do we understand what we have to give? What is "develop-

ment" anyway? Then there is the medium problem: can we send it over in

ships? Air drop Put it in packages? And when we get it to the other

side, will the Zambians be there eagerly waiting with a big female demiarc

extended to us? Come to think of it, is there really a place called Zambia?

(no B?) Most of these questions may sound a little bit naive in the 1970's

but they were not asked by very many people when President Truman was talking

about "Point Four" in the late 1940's, and there was not any country called

"Zambia" then, either!

Compatibility conditions are equally problematic when we try to "help"

other peoples. Many count les that need our help cannot use it because they

are already committed to receiving aid from communist coun ies (availability).
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They are frequently ouj of phase with our aid ef orts, being ready for

certain types of assistance when we are p_epared to offer som-thing else.

Specific help almost always seens to arri-- too late (synchronicity).

Lastly, we often have the wrong type of help in the wong form, hospitals

without doctors, or doctors without hospitals t actors without mechanics,

scientists without technicians, and on and on. These are all mesh prol-

QUESTIONS STILL UNANSWERED

In this section we can only indicate rather briefly the directions

which our sequel papers will take in the study of more complex communica-

tion networks.

A. Formation of a Path

It is not at all hair-raisingly obvious how to analyze and

dissect the essential features of a directed communication path

along which a message is to be sent. The natural first question is

to study the smallest possible path with more than one arc. As a

first stipulation, we take as completely under control the formation

of a single arc. A directed path of length 2 from A to B to C is

now sho n. As long as no message is shown in Figure 6 and it is

Figure 6

assumed that exactly the same message which is received at B from A

is then sent along the second arc from B to C, there is no overwhelming

problem of conceptualizing the process. But when, as is usually' the

case, the intermediate system B trans orms the original message before

sending it on ediffusion, in the language of BBC-TV) there are con-
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siderable subtleties involved in the analysis. Our approach to this

question considers the analogy shown in the table below between the

formation -f an arc from demiarcs as shown in Figure 2 and the

formation of a ep directed path as in Figure 6 Only the message

redients

TABLE 1

sender
demiarc
medium
demiarc
receiver

A

-o-S e Path edients

sender A
first arc A
intermediate sys =em B
second arc B-

receiver

is not shown on either side of this table because of the complications

indicated above.

B. Formation of a Link

A link is defined as a symmetric pair of arcs, one from A to B and

the other from B to A. This is the structure of the smallest possible cyclic

or feedback network outside of a single system. How does a link form? We

Figure 7. A Link

assume without loss of generality that its formation has been initiated by A

in the sense that the arc exists first, and the return ere A is

20
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needed. As a first approach, we can build up on the formation of a 2-7 ep

path just djscussed above and consider that the link in Figure 7 can be

obtained from the path of Figure 6 provided that system C can be identified

with A so that they coalesce and become one and the same system To indi-

cate this process, we show h C relabeled as e the alter ego of A)

in the next figure a sequence of three diagrams for the coalescence process.

Figure 8.

C. Formation of More Complex Systems

Exanples of some rudimentary communication networks which cry out for

analysis are now shown. First, there are the longer paths.

Fi,vire_ 9. A Three-Step Path

Next, there are the directed cycles.

Figure 10. A Cyclic Triple

Then there is the other possible triple.

Figure 11 A Tran itive Triple

21
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in the case of a transitive triple, there is a different type of

feedback thaa that resulting from a directed cycle in which a messge

a originates atAadapo sibly distorted message & returns to A.

Figure 12 allows for a reaching C directly from A while reaches C

after a passes through B.

A semipath consists of distinct points and arcs which becomes an

undirected path when the orientations on the arcs are ignored. Thus

the two simplest semipaths which are not paths are now shown.

Figure 12. Two 2-Arc Semipaths

In Figure 12a the question arises as to whether exactly the same

message arrives at both B and C from A after possible distortion in the

med um and along the respective demiarcs. On the other hand, Figure 12b

poses the problem of how A integrates the information received from both

B and C which may be not only different, but even contradictory.

There are several other triples which contain links. All of these

are shown now.

(c)

Figure 13. The Five Triples Containing Links

22
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directed graph is !(2.1-2gly_.:11,ji (or, more

brie ly, strong) *f every pair of points are mutually reachable along

directed paths. The smallest strong digraph with more than 3 points which

is not a-cycle is shown.

DaY14* An Oriented Strong Digraph

A multitude of communication network st- ctur-- representable by

digraphs with only four pointscr fewer have been displayed in this closin-

section. The extension of our study of the anatomy of a single communi-

cation arc to those more complex configurations is far from trivial. The

compatibility conditions multiply mercilessly and additional fact- -s enter

in an unavoidable way because distortion of the message in transmission

through more than one arc -_ust be recognized and handled. We plan to

address ourselves to these questions ..n a series of sequels to this paper.
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